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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce three new structures of fuzzy group

sets and three new structures of fuzzy group topological spaces and

we study the relation among them

1 Introduction

In 1979, Foster [1] introduced the concept of fuzzy topological group using
Lowen’s definition of fuzzy topological spaces. Since then, several definitions
and studies of fuzzy topological groups have been proposed. For instance,
Hai [3] and Liang [4] presented definitions based on Chang’s definition. In
this paper, we introduce three new structures of fuzzy group sets using a
different approach from previous definitions: element fuzzy group set, fuzzy
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group set, and dual fuzzy group set. We investigate the relationships among
them based on the definition of crisp sets [2] and generate three new related
structures of fuzzy group topologies: element fuzzy group topology, fuzzy
group topology, and dual fuzzy group topology.

2 Element Fuzzy Group Topology

In this section, we introduce a new type of group topological space called El-
ement Fuzzy Group Topology but before that we give the following definition
and some remarks.

Definition 2.1. A group G is called an element fuzzy group set, denoted
by fgx-set, if for each element a in G associated to a membership function
MG(a), where MG(a) : a → [0, 1] for all a ∈ G; i.e., fgx-set Ũ = {ã : ã =

a
MG(aλ)

λ , forall λ ∈ ω}.

Remark 2.2. 1- The universal fgx-set Ũ = {ã : ã = a
MG(aλ)

λ ,MG(aλ) =
1, aλ ∈ R, forall λ ∈ ω}.

2- The null fgx-set φ̃ = {ã : ã = a
MG(aλ)

λ ,MG(aλ) = 0, aλ = 0, forall λ ∈
ω}.
3- That ã is an fgx-element of fgx-set Ũ will be denoted by ã∈̃Ũ .

4- Two fgx-elements ã : ã = a
MG(aλ)

λ , ẽ : ẽ = e
MG(eλ)

λ are fgx-equal if aλ = eλ
and MG(aλ) = MG(eλ).
5- For fgx-sets Ã and Ỹ generated by the same group G , Ã is said to be
fgx-subset of Ỹ (Ã⊆̃Ỹ ) if for every fgx–element ã∈̃Ỹ , we have ã ∈ Ỹ .
6- The fgx-union, fgx-intersection of two fgx-sets Ã ,Ỹ generated by the

same group G, where Ã = {ãλ : ãλ = a
MG(aλ)

λ , forall λ ∈ ω}, Ỹ = {ãσ :

ãσ = a
MG(aσ)
σ , for all σ ∈ ω} are defined as follows:

Ñ = Ã∪̃Ỹ = {ãρ : ãρ = a
MG(aρ)

ρ , for all ρ ∈ ω}, MG(aρ) = max{MG(aλ),MG(aσ)}

, aρ = max{aλ, aσ} , Ñ = Ã∩̃Ỹ = {ãρ : ãρ = a
MG(aρ)

ρ , for all ρ ∈ ω},
MG(aρ) = min{MG(aλ),MG(aσ)} , aρ = min{aλ, aσ}.

Example 2.3. 1- Consider the group G = (G, .) = {1,−1, i,−i} Define
MG(a) : a → [0, 1], and

MG(a) =





0.2, x = 1
0.4, x = −1
0.5, x = ±i
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Then Ã = {10.2,−10.4, i0.5,−i0.5} is fgx-set .

2- Let G = (Z,+) and MG(a) : a → [0, 1], for all a ∈ G defined as follows:
MG(a) = 0.0369 for all a ∈ G. Then the resulting set is fgx-set.

Definition 2.4. Let G be a group. Then (G, τfgx) is called an element fuzzy
group topological space (simply τfgx-space) on Ṽ (the maximum fgx-set) if
τfgx satisfies the following conditions:

1. φ̃, Ṽ are in τfgx,

2. The fgx-union of any members of fgx-set in τfgx belongs to τfgx,

3. The fgx-intersection of any two fgx-set in τfgx belong to τfgx .

The fgx-sets of τfgx are called τfgx-open sets, their complements are called
τfgx-closed sets.

Remark 2.5. If Ã∈̃τfgx, the complement of fgx-set Ã = {ã = a
(MG(xλ))
λ } is

defined by: Ãc = {ãc : ãc = a
(1−(MG(xλ)))
λ , λ ∈ ω}.

Definition 2.6. An fgx-set Ã in an fgx-topology (G, τfgx) is called fgx-
neighborhood of fgx-point ã in (G, τfgx) if there is a fgx-set Ṽ in τfgx such
that ã∈̃Ṽ ⊆̃Ã.

Definition 2.7. Let G be a group, (G, τfgx) be a fgx-space and Ã∈̃τfgx.
Then the closure and interior of Ã are defined by:
cl(Ã) = ∩̃{Ỹ : Ỹ fgx− closed set in τfgx, Ã⊆̃Ỹ } and
int(Ã) = ∪̃{Ỹ : Ỹ fgx− open set in τfgx, Ỹ ⊆̃Ã}.

3 Fuzzy Group Topology

Definition 3.1. Let G be a group. If each element x in G associated to a
membership function MG where MG : G → [0, 1]. Then the resulting set is
said to be fuzzy group (denoted by fg-set).

Remark 3.2. 1- For a group G, the fg-universal set Ĝ = {GMG : MG(x) =
1}.
2- For a group G, the fg-null set φ̂ = {GMG : MG = 0}.
3- The fact that â is an fg-element of fg-set Â will be denoted by â∈̂Â.
4- Two fg–elements â = aMG1 ,ĥ = hMG2 are fg-equal if a = h and MG1 =
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MG2.
5- For fg-sets Ê, Ĥ generated by the same group G , Ê is said to be fg-
subset of Ĥ ( Ê⊆̂Ĥ) if every fg-element in Ê is in Ĥ.
6- The fg-union, fg-intersection of two fg-sets Â , Ê generated by the same
group are defined as follows:
Ĉ = Â∪̂Ê = GMGA∪̂(GMGE) = CMGc,MGc = max{MGA,MGE}.
and Ĉ = Â∩̂Ê = GMGA∪̂(GMGE) = CMGc,MGc = min{MGA,MGE}

Example 3.3. Consider the group G = (G, .) = {1,−1, i,−i}. Define MG :
G → [0, 1], MG = 0.2, then Â = {1,−1, i,−i}0.2 is fg-set.

Definition 3.4. Let G be a group . Then (G, τfg) is called a fuzzy group

topological space (simply τfg-space) on Ĥ (the maximum fg-set) if τfg) sat-
isfies the following conditions :
(1) φ̂, Ĥ are in τfg,
(2) The fg-union of any members of fg-sets in τfg belongs to τfg,
(3) The fg-intersection of any two fg-sets in τfg belong to τfg,
The fg- sets of τfg are called τfg-open sets and their complements are called
τfg-closed sets.

Remark 3.5. If Û∈̂τfg, the complement of fg-set Û = {GMG : MG ∈ [0, 1]}

is defined by: Û c = {G1−MG : MG ∈ [0, 1]}.

Example 3.6. Let G = {1,−1}, MG : G → [0, 1] and fg-sets are defined
as follows: Â = {1,−1}1, Ĉ = {1,−1}0.7, Ĥ = {1,−1}0.5 . Then τfg =

{φ̂, Â, Ĉ, Ĥ} is an element fuzzy group topology over Â, Âc = {1,−1}0 = φ̂ .

Definition 3.7. An fg-set Ê in fg–space (G, τfg) is called fg-neighborhood

of fg-point â in (G, τfg) if there is a fg-set Ĥ in τfg such that â∈̂Ĥ⊆̂Ê.

Definition 3.8. Let (G, τfg) be an fg-space and Â∈̂τfg. Then the closure

and interior of Â are defined by:
cl(Â) = ∩̂{Ê : Ê be an fgx- closed set inτfg, Â⊆̂Ê} and int(Â) = ∪̂{Ê :

Ê be an fg- open set inτfg, Ê⊆̂Â}

4 Dual Fuzzy Group Topology

Definition 4.1. Let G be a group if each element a in G associated to a
membership function MG(a) where MG(a) : a → [0, 1] , and G associated to
membership function MG where MG : G → [0, 1]. Then the result set is said
to be dual fuzzy group (denoted by dfg-set).
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Remark 4.2. 1- The dfg-universal set Ǔ = {ǎ : ǎ = G
MG(aλ)
λ : MG(aλ) =

1, for all λ ∈ ω,MG = 1}.

2- The dfg-null set φ̌ = {ǎ : ǎ = G
MG(aλ)
λ : MG(aλ) = 0, for allλ ∈ ω,MG =

0}.
3- The fact that â is an dfg-element of dfg-set Ǎ will be denoted by ǎ∈̌Ǎ.
4- Two dfg–elements ǎ = a

MG(aλ)
λ with MG = δ and v̌ = v

MG(vλ)
λ with MG = γ

are dfg-equal if aλ = vλ and MG(aλ) = MG(vλ) and δ = γ.
5- For dfg-sets Ǎ, Ň generated by the same group G ,Ǎ is said to be dfg-
subset of Ň (Ǎ⊆̌Ň) if every dfg-element in Ǎ is in Ň .
6- The dfg-union, dfg-intersection of two dfg-sets Ǎ , B̌ generated by the
same group where Ǎ = {ǎλ : ǎλ = a

MA(aλ)
λ , λ ∈ ω,MA = δ} and B̌ = {ǎσ :

ǎσ = a
MB(aσ)
σ , σ ∈ ω,MA = γ} are defined as follows:

Č = ǍMA∪̌B̌MB = {ǎρ : ǎρ = a
Mc(aρ)
ρ , ρ ∈ ω} Mc(aρ) = max{MGaλ,MGaσ},

and Mc = max{MA,MB}.

ČMC = ǍMA∩̌B̌MB = {ǎρ : ǎρ = a
Mc(aρ)
ρ , ρ ∈ ω}Mc(aρ) = min{MGaλ,MGaσ},

and Mc = min{MA,MB}.

Example 4.3. Consider the group G = (G, .) = {1,−1, i,−i}. Define
MG(x) : G → [0, 1], for all x ∈ G, and

MG(x) =





0.2, x = 1
0.4, x = −1
0.5, x = ±i

and MG = 0.8 . Then Ǧ = {10.2,−10.4, i0.5,−i0.5}0.8 is dfg-set .

Definition 4.4. Let G be a group. Then (G, τdfg) is called a dual fuzzy
group topological space (simply τdfg−space) on Ǎ (the maximum dfg-set) if
τdfg satisfies the following conditions:
(1)φ̌, Ǎ are in τdfg,
(2) The dfg-union of any members of dfg-set in τdfg belongs to τdfg,
(3) The dfg-intersection of any two dfg-set in τdfg belong to τdfg,
The dfg-sets of τdfg are called τdfg-open sets, their complements are called
τdfg-closed sets .

Remark 4.5. If Ǔ ∈̌τdfg, the complement of dfg-set

Ǔ = {ǎ = a
MG(aλ)
λ with MG = γ} is defined by:

Ǔ c = {ǎc : ǎc = a
1−MG(aλ)
λ , λ ∈ ω with MG = 1− γ, γ ∈ [0, 1]}.

Example 4.6. Let G = (G, .) = {1,−1} and dfg-set are defined as follows:
Ǔ = {11,−11}1, Ň = {10.3,−10.5}0.4 , Ě = {10.6,−10.7}0.8 Then τdfg =
{φ̌, Ǔ , Ň , Ě} is a dual fuzzy Group Topology over Ǔ , Ň c = {10.7,−10.5}0.6 .
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Definition 4.7. A dfg-set Ǎ in dfg-topology (G, τdfg) is called dfg-neighborhood
of dfg-point ǎ in (G, τdfg) if there is a dfg-set Ň in τdfg such that ǎ∈̌Ň⊆̌Ǎ.

Definition 4.8 Let (G, τdfg) be a dfg-topological space and Ǎ in τdfg, then
the closure and interior of Ǎ are defined by:
cl(Ǎ) = ∩̌{Ň : Ň be dfg-closed set in τdfg , Ǎ⊆̌Ň} and int(Ǎ) = ∪̌{Ň :
Ň be dfg-open set in τdfg, Ň⊆̌Ǎ}

5 Comparison between Types of Fuzzy Group

Topologies

Definition 5.1 (2). A crisp (or classical) set V ⊆ A is a set characterized
by the function χV : A → 0, 1 called the characteristic function and V is
defined by V = {x ∈ A|χ(x) = 0 ifx /∈ V, χ(x) = 1 ifx ∈ V }.

Lemma 5.2. Every fuzzy group set considered as a special case of the dual
fuzzy group set.

Proof. From the dual fuzzy group set definition. Let Ǔ be dfg–set , define
a group G, the group G associated to a membership function MG : G →
[0, 1], each element x in G associated to a membership functionMG(x) where
MG(x) : x → [0, 1] ,for all x ∈ G. Suppose MG(x) = 1 for all x ∈ G(as a
special case) then the resulting set is fuzzy group set .

Lemma 5.3. Every element fuzzy group set considered as a special case of
the dual fuzzy group set.

Proof. From the dual fuzzy group set definition let Ǎ be a dfg–set define a
group G, each element x in G associated to a membership function MG(x)
where Mx∈G : x → [0, 1] , for all x ∈ G, the group G associated to a
membership function MG : G → [0, 1] , suppose MG = 1 ( as a special case)
then the resulting set is element fuzzy group set .

Remark 5.4. 1- Dual fuzzy group set is not necessary element fuzzy group
set.
2- Fuzzy group set is not necessary element fuzzy group set.
3- Element fuzzy group set is not necessary fuzzy group set.
4- Each element fuzzy group set is dual fuzzy group set.
5- Each fuzzy group set is dual fuzzy group set.
6- Dual fuzzy group set is not necessary fuzzy group set.
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Example 5.5. 1- Let G = (G, .) = {1,−1}, and MG = 0.7. Consider dfg-
set Ǎ = {10.5,−10.2}0.7. Then Ǎ is not fgx–set since MG 6= 1 .
2- Consider G = (C,+) be a commutative group with M(G) : G → [0, 1] ,
MG = 0.5. Then the result fg–set is not fgx–set since MG 6= 1.
3- Consider G = (R,+) be a commutative group with M(G)(x) : x → [0, 1],
MG(x) = 0.57 for all x ∈ G. Then the resulting fgx–set is not fg–set since
MG(x) 6= 1 for all x ∈ G .
4- Let G = (G, .) = {1,−1}, fgx-set Ã = {10.5,−10.2} . Then Ã is dfg–set
since the membership of G is 1.
5- Let G = (G, .) = {1,−1}, fg–set Â = {1,−1}0.023. Then Â is dfg–set
since the member ship of each element in G is 1.
6- From (1) Ǎ is dfg–set but not fg–set.

Theorem 5.6. Every element fuzzy group topological space is dual fuzzy
group topological space.

Proof. From Lemma 5.3.

Dual fuzzy group topological space need not be element fuzzy group topo-
logical space, consider the following example.

Example 5.7. G = (G, .) = {1,−1} ,dfgx–sets are defined as follows : Ǔ =
{11,−11}1, Ň = {10.5,−10.5}0.6 , Ě = {10.7,−10.8}0.9 , τdfg = {φ̌, Ǔ , Ň , Ě} is
a dual fuzzy group topology but not an element fuzzy group topological space
since MG 6= 1, for each dfg-open.

Remark 5.8. 1- Fuzzy group topological space need not be element fuzzy
group topological space.
2- Element fuzzy group topological space need not be fuzzy group topological
space.

Example 5.9. 1- Consider G = (C,+) be a commutative group with MG :
G → [0, 1] , MG = 0.5 . Then the resulting fuzzy group set is not element
fuzzy group set since MG 6= 1.
2- Consider G = (R,+) be a commutative group with M(G)(x) : x → [0, 1] ,
MG(x) = 0.57 for all x ∈ G. Then the resulting element fuzzy group set is
not fuzzy group set since MG(x) 6= 1 , for all x ∈ G.

Theorem 5.10. Every fuzzy group topological space is dual fuzzy group topo-
logical space.

Proof. The sesult follows since every fuzzy group set is a dual fuzzy group
set.
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Remark 5.11. Dual fuzzy group topological space need not be fuzzy group
topological space

Example 5.12. G = (G, .) = {1,−1} ,dfgx–sets are defined as follows: Ǔ =
{11,−11}1, Ň = {10.5,−10.5}0.6 , Ě = {10.7,−10.8}0.9 , τdfg = {φ̌, Ǔ , Ň , Ě} is
a dual fuzzy group topology but not an element fuzzy group topological space
since MG 6= 1 for each dfg-open set in τdfg.
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